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2021 heat wave created ‘perfect storm’
for shell�sh die-o�

22 June 2022
By Responsible Seafood Advocate

First comprehensive report o�ers ‘snapshot’ of what
shell�sh experienced during Paci�c Northwest heat wave
in 2021

A University of Washington research team has compiled and analyzed hundreds of �eld observations
to produce the �rst comprehensive report detailing the impacts of the 2021 Paci�c Northwest heat
wave on shell�sh.

The analysis, recently published in Ecology
(https://esajournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ecy.3798), was funded by Washington Sea
Grant with data contributions from tribes, state and federal agencies, academic institutions and non-
pro�ts. The researchers found that many shell�sh were victims of a “perfect storm” of factors that
contributed to widespread death: The lowest low tides of the year occurred during the year’s hottest
days – and at the warmest times of day.

“You really couldn’t have come up with a worse scenario for intertidal organisms,” said Wendel
Raymond, lead author and a research scientist at UW Friday Harbor Laboratories. “This analysis has
given us a really good general picture of how shell�sh were impacted by the heat wave, but we know
this isn’t even the full story.”

(https://www.globalseafood.org)

https://esajournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ecy.3798
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The research team leveraged existing collaborations across tribes, state and federal agencies,
academia and non-pro�t organizations. They devised a simple survey and �ve-point rating system (1 =
much worse than normal to 5 = much better than normal) and asked participants to provide ratings
based on their knowledge of a species in that location. In total, they gathered 203 observations from
108 unique locations, from central British Columbia down to Willapa Bay, Washington.

(https://www.globalseafood.org/goal/)

 

Dead oysters are seen along a shoreline in Washington state, following a record heat wave in the
summer of 2021. Photo courtesy of University of Washington/Blair Paul.

https://www.globalseafood.org/goal/
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Findings indicate that each species’ ecology contributed to its general success or failure to survive the
extreme heat. For example, some shell�sh that naturally burrow deep beneath the surface (like butter
clams) usually fared better than ones that typically ride out low tide just below the sand’s surface (like
cockles).

The location also mattered. Shell�sh on the outer coast experienced low tide about four hours earlier
than shell�sh on inland beaches. For inland shell�sh, low tide – or when the most shell�sh were
exposed – hit around solar noon, when the sun was directly overhead.

Additionally, air temperatures were much higher at inland sites compared to the outer coast, causing
more stress on inland populations. For example, California mussels, found almost exclusively on the
outer coast, mostly survived the heat. However, bay mussels found in more inner coastal sites were
more likely to die from heat exposure. More water movement and wave action on the outer coast also
likely helped lessen the impacts of the heat on shell�sh along those beaches.

“The timing of low tide helps determine when and where organisms may be exposed to heat stress and
can structure behavior and distribution,” said Hilary Hayford, co-author and habitat research director at
Puget Sound Restoration Fund. “In this case, organisms at locations that are already exposed to air at
the hottest time of day were very unlucky that temperatures soared so high.”

Because the heat wave occurred at a time when many shell�sh are reproducing, the mass die-offs
could impact those populations for at least several years, highlighting the need for long-term
monitoring, the researchers said. And as climate change continues to produce more frequent extreme
heat events, shell�sh deaths like those of last summer may become more of a common reality.

Increasingly frequent and costly, marine
heatwaves are testing the resilience of
fisheries and aquaculture

Marine heatwaves have already caused severe losses for seafood, but
in some cases, the industry may see some benefits from these events.
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“Although this event had negative effects on marine life, there is hope that can be found in this work,”
said Annie Raymond, co-author and a shell�sh biologist with Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe. “Not all
locations and species were affected equally, offering clues to pathways to resiliency in the future.”

Read the full study (https://esajournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ecy.3798).
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